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be the usual scalar product in Euclidean 3-space R3, and S2 be the 2-dimen-
sional unit sphere in R3, i.e.,
S2=[x | x # R3, (x, x)=1].
Let d+ be the normalized rotation invariant measure on the sphere, and
&.&p={\|S 2 |.(x)| p d+(x)+
1p
,
ess sup[ |.(x)| | x # S 2],
1p<,
p=.
Let Lp=[. | &.&p<], and Up=[. | &.& p1].





where Hk is the space of spherical harmonic polynomials of degree k. It is
known that Hk has dimension 2k+1. Let [Y (k)&k , ..., Y
(k)
k ] be an orthonormal
basis for Hk . For each k # N, Hk is an eigenspace of the LaplaceBeltrami
operator for the sphere, 2, corresponding to the eigenvalue #k=&k(k+1),
i.e., 2Y (k)i =#k Y
(k)
i , i=&k, ..., k.
A function Z’ is zonal with respect to a pole ’ # S 2 if it is invariant under
the action of all rotations _ of S2 which fix ’, i.e., Z’(x)=Z’(_x) for all
x # S 2, and _ # SO(3) with _’=’. Then Z’(x)=Z ((x, ’) ) for some Z
defined on [&1, 1].
Equipped with a zonal kernel we may define the convolution
(. V Z’)(x)=|
S 2
.( y) Z ((x, y) ) d+( y)=|
S2
.( y) Z’(_&1y) d+(’),
where x=_’.




Y (k)m (’) Y
(k)
m (x) (1)
is a kernel for orthogonal projection onto H k. Furthermore,




2=2k+1, \’ # S 2.
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The zonal harmonics have a simple expression in terms of the Legendre







where 0|\|<1 and |t|1. It is known that
Z(k)’ (x)=Z
(k)((x, ’) )=(2k+1) Pk(cos %),
where cos %=(x, ’) . In the sequel, where there is no possibility of confu-
sion, we shall not make explicit reference to the pole ’.








ck, m(.) Y (k)m , (2)
where the Fourier coefficients ck, m(.) are given by
ck, m(.)=|
S 2
.(z) Y (k)m (z) d+(z).








2k+1 |S 2 Z(z) Z
(k)(z) d+(z).
With the earlier definition of convolution we obtain the following
familiar expression for the Fourier series of a convolution:






ck, m(.) Y (k)m . (3)
We also have Young’s inequality
&. V Z&q&.& p &Z&r , (4)
where 1 p, q, r, 1q=1p+1r&1.
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For more information on harmonic analysis on the sphere the reader
should consult the Refs. [2, 3, 79, 1113].
We shall introduce a wide range of smooth functions on a sphere in terms
of multiplier operators, which, via (3), can often be realised as convolution
operators. Given a sequence *=[*k]k # N , we shall say that the function f







ck, m(.) Y (k)m ,





then the convolution K V .(x) is well defined and the function f (x) can be
written in the form
f (x)=K V .(x)+c,
where c # R is some constant. In this case we shall say f # K V Up R.
We remark that the sets 4Up R are shift-invariant, i.e., for any
f # 4Up R and any _ # SO(3) we have
f_(x)= f (_&1x) # 4Up R.
2. ERROR ESTIMATES
In this section the letter C will denote a constant which will not necessarily
have the same value at each occurrence.
As usual, we parametrize the points z on S2 by their spherical coordinates
x=(%, ,) # [0, ?]_[0, 2?). In what follows we shall be concerned with








Let xs, t=(%s , ,t).
For a continuous function f we consider the sequence of polynomials






:k, j ( f ) Y (k)j (x), (5)
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b even, where



















sin \(2l+1) ?sb + . (6)
This is the form of the discrete Fourier series suggested by Driscoll and
Healy [4]. We remark here that in [4], b is a power of 2, while the discrete







sin \(2l+1) ?sb +C, (7)
where the constant C is independent of b # N and s=0, ..., 2b&1.
We may rewrite Tb&1 as a quasi-interpolant






f (%s , ,t) L (b&1)s, t (z),
where
L (b&1)s, t (z)=


















by (1). Thus, the quasi-Lagrange function for xs, t , Ls, t , is zonal about xs, t .
Using Szego [12, 4.5.3] we have the following very simple form for the
quasi-Lagrange function,




b&1 ((z, xs, t) ), (8)
where P (1, 0)b&1 is the Jacobi polynomial with weight (1&x).
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We shall say that the multiplier sequence *=[*k]k # N # Ap if
lim
k  
|*k | k12=0, p<43,
lim
k  
|*k | k12(ln k)34=0, p=43,
lim
k  






for * # Ap we shall (with a slight abuse of notation) say K # Ap .
The main result of this article is






where [*k]k # N # Ap . Then,
sup
f # K V UpR




b  , 1 p.
Remark 1. By a proper choice of the multiplier sequence [*k]k # N we
obtain the following examples. For examples (b) and (c) the results
detailed in the Appendix are required.
(1) If
*k=(k(k+1))&:2, :>0, k # N,
then the resulting convolution class K V Up R is the Sobolev’s class W :p ;
see [2, 6]. In this case we have
sup
f # W :p
& f (z)&Tb( f, z)&Cb((&:+2)p)+12.
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which converges to f (x) in some closed ball |x&x0 |\, \>0. It is known
(see [10, p. 494]) that if f (x) is analytic on the sphere S 2 then |Yk( f, x)|
Ke&&k, where Yk( f, x)=Z(k) V f (x), k # N is the spherical harmonic of f of
degree k, K>0 and &>0 are some fixed constants. So, if we put
*k=e&:k, :>0, k # N,
then the resulting convolution class K V Up R will be a set of analytic
functions on S2. In this situation we have
sup
f # K V UpR




, :>0, r>0, k # N.
Then the set K V Up R is a set of entire (if r>1) or infinitely differen-
tiable (if 0<r<1) functions on S2 and
sup
f # K V UpR
& f (z)&Tb( f, z)&Ce&:b
r bmin[1, r]+12+2p.
In order to prove the main result of this paper we require several lemmas.




sin %s |Pb(%s , ,t)|<
2b2(1+?)2
?2 |S2 d+(z) |Pb(z)|.
Proof. Let Pb be a polynomial on S 2, of degree b. Pb can be thought
of as a trigonometric polynomial Pb(z)=Pb(%, ,) of the same degree. Let
us fix ,=,t and consider the integral
I(Pb , ,t) :=|
?
0






|Pb(%, ,t)| sin % d%.
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Since |Pb(%, ,t)| sin % is continuous function then, due to the mean value







|Pb(% s , ,t)| sin % s .













|Pb(%s , ,t)| sin %s& :
2b&1
s=0



















|(Pb(%, , t) sin %)$| d%. (9)

















|(Pb(%, ,t) sin %| d%+|
0
&?
|(Pb(%, ,t) sin %| d%+ . (10)
Suppose Pb(z) has pole z$=(%$, ,$). Then Pz$b (z)=T b(cos #), where T b is
a polynomial of degree b on [&1, 1] and cos #=(z, z$)=cos % cos %$+
sin % sin %$ cos(,&,$) (see [7]). Thus












|P (%$, ?+,$)b (%, ,t) sin %| d%. (11)











|P (%$, ,$)b (%, ,t) sin %| d%+|
?
0
|P (%$, ?+,$)b (%, ,t) sin %| d%+ . (12)







|Pb(%s , ,t)|(1+?) |
2?
0
|Pb(%s , ,)| d,. (13)





sin %s |Pb(%s , ,t)|




Let us define the Lebesgue function Lb&1 for Tb&1 by
Lb&1(%, ,) := :
0s, t2b&1
|L (b&1)s, t (%, ,)|.
The next statement gives us order of growth of Lebesgue constants.
Lemma 2. The Lebesgue constants of quasi-interpolation satisfy
max
z # S 2
Lb&1(z)Cb12, b  .
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b&1 ((z, xs, t) )|,
using (6) and (7). For all 0s, t2b&1 we have, again using (6) and (7),
b&1a (b)s Cb
&2 sin %s , b  . Therefore
Lb&1(z)Cb :
1s, t2b&1
b&2 sin %s |P (1, 0)b&1 ((z, xs, t) )|.
Now, from Lemma 1 and the last inequality we see that
max
z # S 2
Lb&1(z)Cb &P (1, 0)b&1 (( } , ’) )&1Cb
12,
for any fixed ’ # S2, since &P (1, 0)b&1 (( } , ’) )&1  b&12 (see [6, 7]).
Lemma 3. Let K # Ap , with p1. Then there is a radial (zonal ) polyno-
mial tb&1(K, } ) such that
&K( } )&tb&1(K, } )& pC :

k=b
|22*k | k3&2p, b  .
Proof. We will need some facts about Cesa ro means. For the generating
























be the Cesa ro kernel of order n and index $. It is known [7] that
n12&$, p<4(3+2$),
&C $n & pC {n12&$(ln n)34, p=4(3+2$), (14)n2(1&1p), p>4(3+2$).
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Applying the Abel transform we have the following representation which





where 22*k :=*k&2*k+1+*k+2 .














Corollary 1. Let K # Ar where r=1(1&(1p&1q)+). Then there is
a sequence of polynomials tb( f ) such that
sup
f # 4UpR
& f &tb&1( f )&qC :

k=b
|22*k | k3&2r, b  .
Corollary 1 follows from the Young inequality (4) and Lemma 3.
Proof of Theorem 1. Observing that the operator Tb&1( f, } ) is a linear
projector onto the space of polynomials of degree b&1 (see [4]) we can
apply the Lebesgue inequality
| f (z)&Tb&1( f, z)|Eb&1( f )(1+Lb&1(z)), z # S2, (15)
where f # C(S2), Eb&1( f )=inf[& f&tb&1& | tb&1 # Tb&1] and Tb&1 is
the subspace of polynomials of degree b&1. The theorem follows via
Corollary 1, Lemma 1, and (15). K
3. EXAMPLES
In this section we give a number of examples which suggests that the
convergence rate of Theorem 1 is pessimistic in terms of power scale for
Sobolev classes. We approximate the zonal function f;(%)=(cos %); for
different non integer values of ;. By [122.2.10, 22.13.8, and 22.13.9], and
Parseval’s identity, f; # W :2 for ;>:&12. Theorem 1 predicts a rate of
convergence b&;+1+= for any =>0.
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We compute an approximation to the error
eb( f )=sup
z # 4
| f (z)&Tb( f )(z)|,
where z=(%z , ,z) # 4 if and only if %z=?j20 for some j and ,z=l?10 for
some l. In other words, we compute the pointwise error on a 20 by 20 grid
on the sphere. Then, we obtain an approximate rate of convergence rb=
log2(e2beb).
In Figs. 13 we show the errors and associated approximate rate of
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APPENDIX




k ;e&:krCb ;+1&min[1, r]e&:b r.
Proof. First suppose that r1. Then, since (k+1)rkr+1, we have
e&:(k+1) re&:e&:k r. Applying this inequality m times we see that













since the final sum converges for all positive :, ;.







t ;e&:tr dt. (16)




t ;e&:t r dt=|

b





































and the result follows for 0<r<1 by (16). K
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